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other regions close to the Nile Valley, such as the Sinai. As non-natives of the Western Desert,
the foreignness exhibited by the Egyptians belies the true nature of their initial presence in this
region, and can be linked to the articulation of the dominant ideological conventions and icono-
graphic expressions promulgated by royalty and the elite during the Early Dynastic Period. 
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sources, preserved on both sides.
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foreigners. Given the political changes in the region of Aštata in the late 14th century BC, when Emar
entered the sphere of the Hittite Empire, special attention will be given to the Hittite influence on
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sources overstated the impact of this invasion since no widespread post-Akkadian destructions
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are attested at archaeological sites. As this paper will show, this did not stop notable archaeolo-
gists of the 20th century from seeking “Gutian” traits in ancient material culture, using stereo-
types that very much echo ancient Mesopotamian sentiment.
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with the help of informants. Nevertheless, indications of cultural background can be observed
in how it shapes material culture. In this paper two different modes, “embodied cultural au-
tomatism” and “conscious cultural choice”, are distinguished and applied to material culture
from Lachish, including architecture, burial practice, the ceramic assemblage, and epigraphic
finds. It is concluded that while the ruling elite appear to have been local Canaanites, at least
some individuals of Egyptian origin, probably engaged in administrative tasks, seem to have
been present at the site. 

Keywords: cultural identity – Late Bronze Age – southern Levant – Egypt – Tel Lachish
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not exist at the time of Tuthmose III. In fact, the geopolitical situation in the Levant in the 15th

century BC was radically different from a century later: while Tuthmose III campaigned sys-
tematically between Canaan and northern Syria, Amenhotep III no longer had this necessity,
and military activity was limited to a few, targeted operations. This paper suggests that the anal-
ysis of the evidence should include not only the Egyptian royal inscriptions and the Amarna
letters, but also contemporary archives from the Egyptian provincial centre in Lebanon at Kāmid
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Preface

“The Crossroads III – A Stranger in the House. Foreigners in Ancient Egyptian
and Near Eastern Societies of the Bronze Age”, has been held at the Faculty of
Arts, Charles University (Prague) between September 10 and 13, 2018.

The main objective of the conference was to enhance our understanding of
“foreignness” in ancient societies of the Near East and Egypt between the end of
the Chalcolithic period and the end of the Late Bronze Age. 

Our goal, while organizing the conference, was to bring together archaeolo-
gists, philologists, as well as historians to obtain a balanced insight into the his-
torical, social, cultural and economic aspects of “foreignness” of the respective
regions (Mesopotamia, Anatolia, Levant, Egypt) at this particular moment in time.
We are firmly convinced that the dialogue between experts of various disciplines
is not only highly desirable, but it is also a necessity for gaining a deeper and
meaningful understanding of complex social dynamics.

We thus tried to collect papers that treated the topic of “foreignness” from ar-
chaeological, historical, iconographic and philological points of view, suggesting
to the contributor a series of possible research questions: Who is a foreigner, and
how do we recognise foreigners in ancient societies? What is the role of foreigners
and how did foreigners and indigenous population(s) interact? What can be said
about foreigners as enemies of the state, and about foreigners as allies? What did
it mean to be a “foreigner” in an ancient Near Eastern society? And what were
the ways of communicating of individuals and societies?

The number of papers we have received, and their quality showed that this
topic is very relevant in the contemporary academic discourse, and that there is
a widespread desire to explore and discuss it.

This desire was well reflected already in the paper of the keynote speakers
that opened the conference. In particular, Clemens Reichel discussed the charac-
terization of the Gutians as attested in the sources of the later third and early sec-
ond millennium BC, and he reassessed the scale and impact of the “Gutian
invasion” taking into consideration more recent historical and archaeological ev-
idence. Seth Richardson reviewed the terminology attested in Old Babylonian
texts to refer to social roles that may have been at least in part associated with for-
eigners, and then discussed the general conceptual construction of “strangers/
strangeness” in the Old Babylonian period. Regine Pruzsinsky, instead, explored
how one can identify foreigners in the Late Bronze texts from Emar, and what
such texts tell us about their interactions with the local societies. Elena Devecchi
offered a reassessment of the latent conflict between the Ugaritic elite and their
Hittite suzerains in the final phase of the Late Bronze Age on the basis of the doc-
uments found in the “House of Urtenu”. Kevin McGeough used insights from
critical theory derived from the discipline of geography to explore “foreignness”
and foreign identity, by examining examples of micropublic interactions in
a urban reality like that of Ugarit. Finally, Jana Mynářová reassessed the evidence
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for the presence of Egyptians living in the Near East during the Bronze Age, with
special attention given to the Late Bronze Age sources, discussing it in relation
with both Egyptian and Near Eastern official documents.

The 26 papers and 6 posters that were presented at the conference declined
these topics in multiple different ways. Some decided to approach the discussion
from a theoretical perspective, or to present and discuss theoretical frameworks
that could be used to explore at least some of elements underlying the concept of
“foreignness”. Others investigated sociocultural dimension involved in the pres-
ence of foreigners, or in their interactions with local communities. Some papers
focused on specific case studies, some looked for foreigners in archaeological ev-
idence or written sources, while others turned to languages and linguistics, ex-
ploring the social interactions hidden behind the spread and circulation of
loanwords and wanderworts, or assessing the meanings and connotations of terms
used to refer to various foreign groups. Cases from Egypt, Mesopotamia, Anatolia
and the Levant, covering the whole of the Bronze Age have been discussed. The
wide range of perspectives, and their combination within the frame of the con-
ference often stimulated that multidisciplinary dialogue that was the primary aim
of this third edition of Crossroads.

This book collects some of the twenty most significant contributions presented
at the conference. The contributions are here presented in alphabetic order, as the
numbers of interconnections that could be highlighted among them makes any
attempt to group them somehow limiting and counterproductive: we, as the edi-
tors, believe that all these papers are part of a single coherent ensemble, and we
wish to present them here as such.

In Prague on July 21, 2019
Jana Mynářová, Marwan Kilani, 

and Sergio Alivernini
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“THE MEN OF URA ARE A HEAVY BURDEN UPON YOUR 
SUBJECT!”: THE ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
OF STRANGERS AND FOREIGNERS IN UGARIT

Kevin McGeough (University of Lethbridge)*

Preface

King Niqmepa of Ugarit complained to the Hittite king Ḫattusili III about the
growing economic power of foreign merchants within Ugarit, stating that, in Beck-
man’s translation, “The men of Ura are a heavy burden upon your subject”.1 These
merchants were, at least in King Niqmepa’s conception, foreigners at Ugarit (Ura
was in Cilicia) and it would seem that their economic power within Ugarit, lever-
aged through debt relationships, had become too great. The juridical ruling of the
Hittite king was that these merchants were not allowed to own real estate in
Ugarit and that real estate could not be used to fulfill debt obligations owed to-
wards them. However, individual Ugaritians could enter into service with them
as a means of fulfilling debt obligations. Furthermore, the merchants of Ura were
only allowed to be physically present at Ugarit during favorable seasons, seem-
ingly based on the concern that they might be stranded their permanently (more
on that shortly).2

The particular case of the merchants of Ura points to a number of interesting
issues related to the subject of foreigners at Ugarit. Minimally it attests to the pres-
ence of foreigners with what could be described as a liminal residency status. That
is to say they are not permanent residents but their presence at the site (both phys-
ically but perhaps economically and politically) was sufficient enough to make
Ugaritians nervous about that presence. That the merchants of Ura were not nec-
essarily welcome at Ugarit is hinted at through some of the actions that were
known to have been taken against them. RS 17.319 records an instance when they
were robbed (their property was ordered restored) and so one must presume that
the presence of foreigners was contested in different ways, such as by criminal
acts or violence being enacted against them. The Hittite king’s role in the dispute
resolution shows that the internal administration of Ugarit lacked final authority
over the presence and activities of these merchants within the kingdom and that
the resolution of disputes had both formal and informal qualities. The formal qual-

* I would like to thank Jana Mynářová, the other organizers, the Charles University, and the Czech
Science foundation for their hospitality and commitment to scholarly dialogue that is so explicitly
international in its scope.

1 For a translation of this text, see text 32 in Beckman 1999: 177. It is preserved in three copies: RS
17.130, RS 17. 461, and RS 18.03. See the original publications in PRU 4, 103–104.

2 For more on this historical situation, see Klengel 1992: 137 and Singer 1990: 660–664.
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ities are reflected by the juridical role of the king of the Hittites and the legal mech-
anisms and processes that inform the resolution of the dispute. Yet there is an ad
hoc element to this situation that is resolved through international correspondence.
The decision of the Hittite king further informs about Hittite views of what con-
stitutes fair obligations in respect to foreign merchants. It is fine for these foreign
merchants to press Ugaritians into service in fulfillment of debt obligations. The
holding of real estate, however, lies beyond the scope of what foreigners should
be allowed. The people are alienable but the land is not. Debt was clearly recog-
nized as a fundamental means through which relations were structured, through
which foreigners could become entangled with locals, and so was subject to ju-
ridical oversight.

The Construction of Difference in the City

The site of Ugarit (modern Ras Shamra), located on the Mediterranean coast of
Syria has been identified as a locus of Late Bronze Age cosmopolitanism since the
first excavations in 1929 under the direction of Claude Schaeffer. The varieties of
material culture and languages attested at the site, seemingly Hittite, Hurrian,
Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Aegean, and Canaanite led scholars to presume that
the city was a lynchpin of eastern Mediterranean trade. As the political history of
the site has become clearer over the past almost one hundred years of research
and scholars have gained a greater understanding of the hybridity of LBA North
Syrian material culture it is now possible to complicate our understanding of the
issue of foreigners and strangers as manifest at Ugarit.

It may be useful to shift the focus of this issue: rather than considering how
difference was found at the site and at the city, it may be interesting to think about
how difference was made at the city. This shift of focus references two levels of
thinking about Ugarit. The first level shifts our thinking from the kind of simplistic
approach to ethnicity and difference that was typical of culture-history approaches
in archaeology, where material correlates directly to some fixed, stable, and 
unchanging category that presumes that Late Bronze Age people shared nine-
teenth-century AD conceptualizations of identity. This is not necessarily new;
post-processualists have been critiquing these kinds of “pots equal people” read-
ings since the 1980s. Yet this older logic of otherness is charismatic and often lurks
beneath otherwise sophisticated understandings of the geo-political realities of
the Late Bronze Age. Thus, this paper shall examine difference as something that
was continuously negotiated, was dynamic, and possibly, but not necessarily, cor-
responded with contemporary methods for defining and negotiating difference.

The second level of thinking is at more of a metahistorical level for it involves
shifting the discussion of otherness from something that archaeologists “find” in
the archaeological record to something that archaeologists, philologists, and art
historians “make” from their interactions with the archaeological record. This does
not mean that scholars cannot find evidence for difference that is meaningful or
perhaps corresponds to some kind of historical truth. What is emphasized here is
that a greater degree of complexity of consideration of otherness should be al-
lowed for than merely postulating national, ethnic, or perhaps religious difference
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as primary and fixed categories predicated on rigid ontologies. Otherness should
be taken as a process not a fact.

Over the course of this paper, rather than providing an overarching view of
how otherness was manifest at Ugarit and what life was like for strangers, and
rather than explaining a series of set conditions in which strangeness functioned
at Ugarit, different moments within the operation of otherness shall be examined
as exemplars of these processes. Here the approach is explicitly bottom-up rather
than top-down. The paper takes specific situations that are explicitly apparent
from an evidentiary perspective and uses those as examples of potential other
past moments and situations. Thus, for this paper, I have selected different evi-
dence that relates to the questions upon which this conference volume has been
predicated and have selected different bodies of critical theory that can be invoked
to make sense of these situations.

Who were “others” at Ugarit then? While Ugarit is often associated with
Canaanite culture in contemporary scholarship with qualifications, it is clear from
the Ugaritic texts that Ugarit was not perceived to be part of Canaan in antiquity.
The textual record from Ugarit also clearly distinguishes Egyptians, presumably
Cypriotes, and others in a manner that seems consistent with Ugaritians deeming
people from these regions as foreign (as one would expect). Issues are less clear
when dealing with Hittite and Hurrian culture and in terms of identifying bound-
aries within Syria. Similarly, the administration of locations within the kingdom
of Ugarit but outside of the city points to more complex forms of identification
beyond simple self and other. The territorial boundaries of Ugarit’s kingdom are
clear from the Hittite treaties and so there is a sense in which the conceptions of
who is part of and who is not part of the kingdom is established by an external
polity. Van Soldt (1999: 769–773) has studied this issue in great detail and has
noted that there is a consistent ordering of site names listed in the administrative
documents related to the periphery and concludes that there was some kind of
administrative division of the periphery. This issue shall be returned to later but
the use of toponyms in these lists presupposes some element of difference from
Ugarit but formally, the borders of who is Ugaritian and who is not are established
by the Hittite king. For everyday life, however, this probably meant the simple of
binary of foreign or not foreign was blurrier than usually presumed. Can an ad-
ministrative act of the Hittites make an urban Ugaritian feel a sense of connect-
edness with someone from a rural location more than a day’s walk from the city?
Operating from a patrimonial model, a scholar would assume “yes” and from
a two-sector perspective, a scholar would assume “no”. Perhaps both are correct
and the feelings of connectedness were inconsistent not only with different people
and places but constantly shifting.

Thinking about the City

Since this particular paper is predicated upon the construction of otherness at the
level of the city, it is useful to start out at that scale of consideration. Thinking
about what a city actually “is” or “was” has become more complicated as scholars
have come to realize that an urban environment was not a monolithic space and
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that becoming urban was not simplistic as a binary urban or non-urban. “The
Urban Mind” project, under the IHOPE umbrella, presumes from the outset that
urbanism needs to be understood in relation to, not distinct from, human cogni-
tion (Sinclair 2010: 12–13). Take for example Ben Jervis’s recent work on Medieval
British towns. By employing a form of assemblage theory (Jervis 2018: 141–142),
he is able to illustrate that the city is not just physical, bounded space but a form
of social performance. The performance of urbanism by the actors within the city
space actually shapes different aspects of life and thus the city is not just a reflec-
tion of social roles but an agent of their creation. Fluidity, rather than stability is
to be expected, even if the archaeological record is suggestive of one particular
moment in the process of being urban.

As already mentioned, the city is understood here as a location where differ-
ence is made not where it is found. This conceptualization is borrowed from the
field of human geography and specifically from the work of Engin Isin and others
who have built on that work. Julie Young (2011: 544) characterizes Isin’s readings
of the city as: “a ‘difference machine’ because it is a space in which differences are
labelled and perpetuated through spatial practices and technologies of gover-
nance”. The city is not a monolith but a spatial location in which numerous indi-
viduals who varying align themselves with others in the city in different ways
negotiate and live their lives while consciously and unconsciously making sense
of otherness. Perhaps residency may seem like a fundamental constraint on the
sense of self or other manifest at Ugarit. Certainly, it was a potentially contested
status as evidenced by the merchants of Ura incident. Yet as shall be explored,
residency is not the sole defining trait of non-foreign-ness and different factors
play a role in who is welcomed in the city as part of the power of the city was as
a meeting place for different individuals. Perhaps the observation of Patricia Wood
(2006) that people outside of the city must go to the city to engage in politics is
relevant for consideration of Late Bronze Age life, and that even though she is
discussing a situation that emerged out of industrial capitalism, perhaps we can
see situations where this is true before the emergence of that structuring of eco-
nomic relationships. In a Late Bronze Age context, can we think of a dominant
modality that imposes a normative model of who belongs where and legitimizes
certain locations for encounters with the other? Or, is this anachronistic and is the
process of legitimization and access one that emerges ad hoc from lived practice?
Furthermore, the evidence at Ugarit suggests that power relations were also man-
ifest more complexly than merely foreigner versus self and that economic wealth
and status of both categories further complicated issues. While we often think of
the foreigner as “precarious” in a Late Bronze Age context and travel literature of
the ancient Near East seems to support this, other evidence suggests that the city
may have been a more precarious location for poor individuals within Ugarit who
would not have been considered foreigners. Wealthy foreigners seemed to have
experienced the city with a level of privilege that was alien to non-elite resident
Ugaritians.

Rather than thinking of the city as an almost primordial, bounded and coher-
ent entity in which the stranger is a similarly bounded and coherent entity that is
in full juxtaposition to the city, this paper shall attempt to make this dichotomy
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messier. David Seitz’s (2016) use of queer theory in the context of contemporary
human geography is helpful for he uses it to invoke unstable identities that are
formed more out of power relations than any particular connection. Thus, people
with little to do with one another end up with shared identity; in the case of this
volume, did those constituted as “foreigners” at Ugarit bear a shared identity? Or
is this a latter scholarly imposition? Using Amin’s notion of micropublics (2002:
976), this paper shall explore some of the locations of everyday life in which iden-
tities like “foreigner” or “stranger” may emerge or be elided. It shall explore spe-
cific instances, constituted as spatial locations of interactions or as administrative
moments in which identity is imposed, negotiated, or asserted and presumes that
there is a situational flexibility in these constitutions of identity.

For Julie Young (2011: 535–536), who studies contemporary issues of refugee
status, the city is a place of contestation where, as she explains in regards to young
refugees in Toronto (2011: 566), “their ascribed identities as non-citizens are ne-
gotiated in everyday spaces and relations of the city”. For her, it is the intersection
of everyday life and bureaucratic imposition that lead to the ascription and nego-
tiation of different statuses and these statuses do not remain stable in all spaces
of the city. For Young (2011: 536), “notions of hospitality and sovereignty exclude
people from membership in the state” but, simultaneously, what she refers to as
the practice of the city by its inhabitants, the lived experiences of navigating the
city, provide alternative means of belonging that lie outside identities defined by
the state. Despite the temporal difference between Young’s Toronto refugees and
the Late Bronze Age, her approach offers opportunities for thinking about the an-
cient world because she concentrates on urban refugees’ interaction with the city
since it is through municipal affairs that these individuals engage with the state
materially, not merely in an abstract ideological form.

Urban legibility

That urban design plays a role in people’s engagement with a city environment
is a presupposition of much work in human geography. One of the classic books
in this field, Kevin Lynch’s The Image of the City (1960) established a now seemingly
self-evident concept in urban design of “legibility” (Lynch 1960: 2–6). It is a con-
cept that moves urban design out of simple considerations of physicality by
demonstrating how cognitive issues such as memory, sensation, emotion, and
symbol all interact as the individual passes through the urban environment. It
presumes that cities have both temporal and spatial elements, with components
created by many different people with diverse motivations, and are experienced
differently by individuals in embodied fashions that are framed by a variety of
factors that are not consistent. For strangers or foreigners, the embodied experi-
ence of the city is a fundamental, potentially troubling, but perhaps unconscious
means through which a sense of “out-of-placeness” is established. How legible
the city is has implications for those experiences. For Lynch (1960: 49–83) there
are five components of urban legibility, all of which there is evidence for at Ugarit:
paths (how one moves through the city); edges (essentially borders although not
necessarily explicitly marked as such); districts (spaces of common function or
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status); nodes (locations like squares); and landmarks (visually distinct physical
features that act, perhaps unintentionally, as important spatial markers).

The question that this poses for the discussion here is how “legible” was
Ugarit to foreigners? In relation to urban legibility, Pamela Robinson (2018: 30)
uses the design competition for the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste facility in Ne-
vada as an interesting point of entry. This was not a competition to make a real
set of signage but rather an artistic exhibition intended to expose the problems
associated with the long-term storage of nuclear waste. The fundamental question
is how to make a warning sign that will be effective for 10,000 years; presuming
language changes and other changes to the cognitive elements of legibility, how
can a sign explain the dangers of nuclear waste in a way that will remain legible
for the 10,000 years over which such waste will still be dangerous? Invoking the
Yucca Mountain exhibition in the context of a discussion of the Late Bronze Age
brings up two interesting issues: what elements of urban legibility are still intel-
ligible to us three thousand years after their use; and, what elements of urban leg-
ibility would have made the city comprehensible to non-residents at the time?
Perhaps the first question will be answered indirectly here; the second should be
addressed explicitly and so here the discussion will be oriented along Lynch’s
components of urban legibility.

Paths

Thinking about paths, the roads in the city of Ugarit were, as is expected, the main
means of orienting movement throughout the city. Yon’s analysis of the road in-
frastructure of the site suggests a generally ad hoc approach to the planning, con-
struction, and maintenance of these paths (Yon 1992b: 25–27; Callot – Yon 1995:
161). Terrain was not leveled before the construction of the roads and the width
of the streets is highly variable throughout the site, although most would readily
facilitate the movement of wagons and animals. In particular, the roads around
the palace seem to have been more labyrinthine than elsewhere and while perhaps
not purposefully intended to limit access, provided invisible social messages that
others were not welcome. However, the excavators have identified a major thor-
oughfare in the middle of the city that they have designated “main street” (Yon
2006: 85). In the location excavated, this north-south thoroughfare is intersected
by a large east-west road, suggesting that this would have been the main road for
traffic in the city. To the north, this road likely leads to a major plaza in the “south
city” and southwards seems to lead directly to a bridge over the Nahr ed-Delbeh.
This main street also seems to be surrounded by very high quality buildings, of
the construction type typical of the elite areas. Of course, it is not just the physical
movement facilitated by paths that conveys meaning. The paths are framed by
various kinds of material culture that offer their own messages. For example, the
roads leading into ancient Rome communicated directly to visitors who the most
powerful families in the city where. This emerged out of Roman prohibitions
against burial within the city; mausoleums were not forbidden directly outside
of the city so monuments to the dead, through their varying degrees of lavishness,
communicated important information about whose descendants were the most
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important people within the city. Monumental and public architecture within
Rome and other Roman cities that flanked different paths functioned similarly.
Visitors to Ugarit, walking along the main street would have seen imposing mon-
umental architecture on either side, have been somewhat limited in being able to
actually gain access to those regions, and would have seen the acropolis and
acropolis temples from these vantage points.

Nodes

A number of nodes where roads meet and space widens into plazas are dis-
cernible. The “main street” likely led up to a plaza in the south city and between
the fortifications and palace another plaza has also been discerned. The royal plaza
was demarcated by walls and benches surrounding the walls suggest that this
was a location that allowed the possibility of lingering (Yon 2006: 35). Staircases
led up to the acropolis and the temples themselves have walls that delimit large
enclosures. Thus, the ritual space would have acted as nodal space but likely ac-
cess to these nodes was limited based on liturgical and other criteria.

Edges

While the large buildings and narrow side roads (in comparison to the wide main
road) would have presented potentially permeable borders, more significant
edges to the urban space where the walls and gates. As with other Levantine cities,
Middle Bronze Age Ugarit likely featured a substantial fortification system, which,
in the Late Bronze Age, was reused and heavily modified (Yon 2006: 31). The best
understood wall and gate complex is that on the western edge of the tell that gave
access to the palace. Its exact appearance at the last phase of Ugarit’s habitation
is not clear but at least at some point in the city’s history, it was an impressive,
monumental structure flanked by a tall tower. The complex certainly signaled the
control of access to this part of the tell and to the royal complex.

Districts

Distinct districts of the city have been identified by the excavators and these could
be generally categorized as the royal zone, the elite area, the domestic quarters,
and the acropolis. The physical construction and layout of these different zones
signals the distinctiveness of these sectors. The acropolis was set apart by its
height in relation to the rest of the tell. The elite and palatial zones feature fine
ashlar construction in comparison to the cramped spacing and less high quality
building materials used in the residential areas. The different zones would likely
have been readily apparent to strangers to the city.

Landmarks

A number of different landmarks would have also been legible to strangers. The
palace would have been very obvious. Almost 7000 square meters, the palace was
constructed in numerous stages through the Late Bronze Age. Made of finely
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hewn ashlars, and cut timbers, the palace was by far the largest structure on the
Late Bronze Age mound, and an imposing symbol of authority. Yon has suggested
that access to the palace was limited and that entrance was gained through the
western side (Yon 1997: 48). This was in keeping with other major Levantine cities
of the Late Bronze Age where palaces were located not on the acropolis but on
the western edge of the site near a gate system. Thus, strangers to the city who
were at least familiar with Levantine cities would have found the palace where it
was expected. The palace and activities related to foreigners will be returned to
later but it should be noted that the physical structure of the palace offered easily
legible arguments about royal authority.

The temples on the acropolis were likely the most readily apparent landmarks
and likely would have been legible as such to strangers to the city. Both the Temple
of Baʿl and the Temple of Dagān would have been visible from outside of the city
and from most exterior locations within the city (Yon 2006: 106). That seventeen
stone anchors were found within the courtyard of the Baʿl temple suggests that
sailors offered their thanks or requested favour from Baʿl in this location (Yon 2006:
110). If at least some of these anchors can be presumed to have been offered by non-
residents, than here is evidence for the kinds of activities that foreigners engaged
in at the site. However, this cannot be known for certain so a softer claim is that at
the very least the visitor to the city would have had visual cues of the importance
of this cultic activity and the prominence of these temples within the community.

Urban Legibility Conclusion

Based on this brief survey of the materiality of urban Ugarit, some key elements
of legibility in Lynch’s sense are readily apparent. Parts of the city were extremely
legible for the foreigner. The palace location was consistent with Late Bronze Age
norms and the acropolis temples were likely apparent as such from far outside of
the city’s confines. A southern entrance and large main street channeled the flow
of people and goods axially into the city and the few plazas that have been iden-
tified suggest that spatial nodes for lingering were available. The distinct archi-
tecture of different locations told visitors where they were to some extent and
nodal control points, like near the palace, allowed for the management of access.
Despite what may look like a complex urban environment depending on the scale
of map viewed, specific sections of the city would have been highly legible to for-
eigners and the areas that were less legible, like the domestic areas, were where
less legibility would have been expected (and would have been less appropriate
space for visitors to enter, so that lack of legibility fulfilled a function as well).
Much of Ugarit could be described as an “open city”, one that enables and en-
courages unpredictable encounters between people who did not necessarily know
one another (Sennett n.d.).

Regulations and International Law

Moving away from embodied experiences of the city, considering the more ab-
stract issues of law and regulation, did the city constitute a level of ancient emic
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thinking about difference? It would seem so from the ample textual evidence in
which that is presupposed by the authors. This issue shall be returned to again in
a discussion of administrative categories used in specific administrative moments.
From the Hittite juridical and administrative perspective, certainly Ugarit, as a city
with a hinterland, was a meaningful designation of otherness and was understood
as a distinct polity.

There is multiple evidence that illustrates that there were administrative
means of regulating foreignness at the site. For example, there is some contestable
evidence that trade concessions at Ugarit could be purchased. This is indicated
by administrative tablets in which the term ntbt is employed. The word, which
may have cognates in Aramaic and Eblaite, seems to have a base meaning of
“path”. Sasson (1966: 136) and Astour (1970: 120) equate it with Akkadian ḫarrānu
and Sumerian KASKAL, which both mean not only road but trade venture. In KTU
2.36, Egypt is said to have a ntbt through Ugarit and in 4.366, an individual pur-
chases one for 220 units of gold. While the mechanisms of this are not clear from
the evidence, it seems that foreigners could purchase rights to economic activities
within the kingdom.

As already discussed in terms of the well-known merchants of Ura case,
extra-municipal legal obligations seemed to have facilitated and regulated the
movement of foreigners into and out of the city. Sauvage (2011: 435–436) has ar-
gued that the activities of merchants were highly regulated through a complex
series of diplomatic policies and laws. Basing her analysis on the Hittite legal
corpus, Ugaritic correspondence, and stories like Wenamun, she has shown that
the safety of traders was one of the key issues addressed in this fashion. When
traders were robbed, even if this was by the actions of individuals and not the
state, as Sauvage argues (2011: 429), punishment or restitution was made at the
international level. She argues that this indicates that the traders were “con-
trolled by the throne in their own country” (Sauvage 2011: 431) but this does
not need to have been the case. These traders may have been acting independ-
ently, and as Routledge and I have argued elsewhere, the distinction between
public and private is not so clear cut in the Late Bronze Age (Routledge – Mc-
Geough 2009). Rather, the state-based level of compensation reflects how the
larger international system of the Late Bronze Age facilitated the movement of
peoples by providing protection for both foreigners and people who welcomed
foreigners through recourse to a judicial authority beyond the scale of the indi-
vidual. These travelers need not have been directed by their home thrones;
rather they need merely have been seen to have been under their jurisdiction in
order to make sense of this evidence.

How strictly enacted these laws and regulations where is debatable; it is the
same problem for dealing with any Near Eastern code of laws. Take for example
the issue of when traders were allowed to enter Ugarit. There is some discussion
about how safe the Mediterranean Sea was for shipping during all seasons and
that laws existed that prevented ships from sailing during the more difficult times
(see, for example, Tammuz 2005). One of the key sources of evidence for this is
the Hittite king’s edict about the merchants of Ura where the king makes it ex-
plicit, as part of his larger forbidding of them owning real estate, that these men
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were not allowed to remain at Ugarit during the winter. Often this is taken to
mean that trade was conducted mainly in non-winter months and that arriving
in Ugarit in winter meant that one was stuck there for an extended period due to
the conditions. Whether or not this was the case is not as important for what this
instance does show is that the actual residency of these men, regardless of weather,
was predicated on the ad hoc decree of the Hittite king. For real purposes, that was
the limiting factor. Thus, however regulated one perceives Late Bronze Age trade
to have been, the actual movement of foreigners was conditional upon the nego-
tiations of elite and especially royal agents.

That being said, international elite contacts were numerous and there is sig-
nificant evidence in the Ugaritic epistolary record to indicate that elites, both royal
and non-royal from Ugarit engaged in relations of various sorts with other elites
outside of the city. Dynastic alliances with Amurru indicate that a queen poten-
tially viewed as foreign would not have been unusual at Ugarit. Close commercial
connections with Emar, Carchemish, and other Syrian locales are well attested.
How much these people would have been viewed as “foreign” is not clear, but as
shall be discussed further, gentilic categories are one of the primary identifiable
administrative categories related to identity.

Foreign-ness in Internal Administration

Returning to the scale of otherness within the city, textual records offers some ev-
idence of how “selfhood” and “otherness” were dealt with in local administration.
The most significant micropublic in which administration occurred at Ugarit was
the Royal Palace. Here, invoking David Seitz’s use of queer theory, the palace ad-
ministration renders all of those who come into its orbit as “queer” and then labels
them with an administrative identity, an identity that is constituted in relation to
the palace and its invocation of power. These identities are normalized through
a variety of different processes but most powerfully through their repeated invo-
cation in administration.

In his early reports (see especially Schaeffer 1952; 1957; 1962), Schaeffer noted
that there are five major groups of rooms with tablet depositions, as well as nu-
merous individual rooms. The five major sections of the palace are in the west,
the east, the south, the southwest, and the centre and are often called “archives”.
Many individual rooms also contained large amounts of tablets. The designation
of sections of the palace as “archives” is based on early suppositions that the
tablets were purposefully placed by officials who acted in an administrative or
custodial function. There are some common characteristics of each of these five
“archives”. Each of the archives is in close proximity to, or has fallen into, a court-
yard. This is a functional attribute, since it is much easier to read tablets in direct
light. It seems that each “archive” was kept in rooms on both the ground and
upper floor of the palace. Van Soldt has shown that what was once considered
separate strata by the excavators were actually collapsed upper stories that had
fallen onto the ground floor (van Soldt 1991: 57, 107). By making joins through
separate layers of deposition, van Soldt has shown that texts cannot be associated
with a trustworthy stratigraphic context. Scholars at the University of Chicago
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continue to work on this issue and so perhaps in the future more substantive con-
clusions will be drawn. The collapse of the upper story of the palace on to the
ground floor prevents an exact reconstruction of the palace’s layout.

Despite efforts of many to identify a rigid bureaucratic system within the
palace archive, most scholars have described the filing system as haphazard and
disorganized. From this, some have concluded that the palace’s role in governance
was indirect and decentralized (see, for example, Whitt 1993). However, when
one considers the administrative activities that include organizing people, activ-
ities that do not necessarily involve rigid, definable structures and offices, then
we can see that many aspects of ancient lives were affected by administration.
Given the uneven amounts of data preserved in the archaeological record, this
day-to-day influence must have been striking.

Here perhaps David Seitz’s (2016: 6) metaphor of the waiting room is helpful.
In the context of his work, the waiting room is both literal and metaphorical, the
physical space in which refugee claimants are made into a formal category of “asy-
lum seeker” in relation to the state government and the metaphorical location of
liminality where their old identities are transformed into new ones. The Ugaritic
palatial administration categorized and organized people into specific groups and
perhaps this was one of the most meaningful elements of administrative power—
to render individuals into categories that were meaningful to the state and inscribe
upon people identities in relation to this power. Perhaps the palace administration
can be seen as a body that renders the stranger into the non-strange?

To identify what the Ugaritic palace found to be “strange” and “not strange”,
some effort must be made to identify ancient emic categories and not presume
that these categories line up with contemporary identity categories. Lynn Meskell
has recognized that archaeology has tended to not be successful in reconstructing
emic categories, given that archaeologists themselves have tended to focus on par-
ticular topics of identity of interest in Western political discourse (i. e., gender,
age) without acknowledging the complexity and mutability of how other vari-
ables may have been at play in the individual’s own understanding of identity
(Meskell 2001: 187–188). Indeed, Meskell has suggested that Western notions of
identity tend to be rigid and she states, “that rigidity necessitates that all individ-
uals be neatly pigeonholed and categorized according to a set of predetermined
labels” (Meskell 2001: 187). The concern here is that the scholar attempting to un-
derstand how the palace pigeonholed people ends up simply coming up with her
or his own types of pigeonholes. 

Administrative categories that are employed offer one particular avenue for
exploring emic categories, at least as seen by the palace. The very act of inscribing
a tablet is symbolic of the agency held by an institution or person engaging in
record keeping. Tablets record instances of administrative relation—moments
when social roles are circumscribed and reified. These documents, the remnants
of a particular administrative moment, are witness to a specific instance when 
social identities are designated by the administrator and the message of the ad-
ministrator is passed on in a subtle but very powerful way to those being admin-
istrated. Documentation and the ability to document gives administration the
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power to label and create identity at a very fundamental level. Here is where, in
Seitz’s waiting room metaphor, the stranger is made recognizable and determined
to be foreign or not.

Administration, when enacted, becomes a part of everyday, lived experience.
At Ugarit, people encountered the palace administration in many situations, in-
cluding when land was transferred; debts were incurred or repaid; inventories of
ships, agricultural estates or available military equipment were taken; requests
for raw materials were made; trading concessions were given; and various goods
were distributed to or received from specific individuals and places—to name
a few. In these kind of day-to-day activities, administration became a fundamen-
tal, and often unquestioned component of everyday life. This lack of questioning
is the truly powerful force behind successful, administrative practice. When those
on both sides of the administrative schema, the administrators and the adminis-
tered accept the system (or series of values) as a “proper” way of relating to one
another, then this means of interaction becomes a dominant, though nearly un-
conscious means of orientation.

Bourdieu labels this kind of “naturalization of arbitrariness” as “doxa” (Bour-
dieu 1977: 164). “Doxa” describes the understanding of the world or environment
that the individual takes for granted or sees as self-evident. These are the unques-
tioned classificatory categories of everyday life (such as age, gender, race, class,
ethnicity) that are considered as given for the purposes of day to day functioning,
and are not recognized as arbitrary criteria for organization. These classificatory
categories are much more powerful than ideology. Whereas ideology involves
a conscious argument (although to varying degrees), doxa becomes an unques-
tioned aspect of everyday life. Even more powerful is that each time a participant
in a society acts according to one of these underlying organizing principles, that
participant is reinforcing, and reeifying that value—entrenching it even more.

The work of Anthony Giddens provides similar insight. Giddens states (Gid-
dens 1984: 19) “that the rules and resources drawn upon in the production and
reproduction of social action are at the same time the means of system reproduc-
tion.” Human social activity is recursive. It is through actions that the conditions
for the enacting of these same actions is made possible (Giddens 1984: 2). This
creates agency, which is the ability to engage in action (as opposed to the intent
to engage in action) (Giddens 1984: 9). It is this agency (gained by day-to-day ac-
tivities, based on unquestioned but not unquestionable assumptions) that creates
the power of the administrative apparatus.

In the process of the constitution of the self, Peirce’s conceptions can merge
well with Bourdieu’s and Giddens’ observations on the perpetuation of knowl-
edge. As will be shown at Ugarit, but presumably the process is similar elsewhere,
administrative identity creation involves the creation of sign categories that be-
come an accepted component of the ontological framework of the object. The ev-
idence from Ugarit is such that it is possible to identify emic categories (emic from
the perspective of the palace) that were used in the day-to-day administration of
economic and juridical life at the site. The identification of the usage of specific
types of referents for the identification of the individual in the ancient context,
through a Peirceian perspective helps understand the role that ancient authority
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played in the articulation of ancient identity and rendering the stranger into
a known quantity, perhaps a foreigner, perhaps not.

Peirce’s notion of “Thirdness” is instructive for analysis of administration and
the articulation of categories of identity through administration. Working from
the philosophies of Hegel and Kant, Peirce articulated three interdependent cat-
egories of phenomena (Peirce 1931: 148). Lele well summarizes these three cate-
gories (Lele 2006: 53–54): “Firstness corresponds with undifferentiated possibility,
pure quality … Secondness corresponds with the existent or predominance of
a dyadic relationship … Thirdness corresponds with habit,…law-governed phe-
nonomena … representation…and mediation…” Administrating, and the act of
governing cannot be untangled from all three of these categories, and certainly, it
is no use to attempt to rigidly attempt to categorize a phenomenon solely into one
of these three groups. However, the manner in which administration and govern-
ment create and reify identity can well be understood through the concept of
Thirdness. As shall be shown at Ugarit, a significant component of royal admin-
istration involved the organization of people through categories of identity. While
most of these administrative categories (as shall be shown) have a “real” or First
or Second component (such as an indication of the city where the person lives or
the type of work that they engage in), the use of certain categories of identity as
administrative markers indicates, from a semeiotic perspective, the creation or
reification of a sign of identity (based on Secondness) through a relationship of
Thirdness.

Peirce was the first to demonstrate that “Thirdness” has a direct bearing on
an individual’s own sense of identity. As Lele demonstrates, Peirce is explicit in
demonstrating that habits (regulative and practical) help formulate a notion of
the self that extends beyond isolated moments or encounters (Lele 2006: 55). The
bombardment of messages, manifest as signs, especially the interpretant compo-
nent of a sign that reflects only some aspects of the object, condition the object’s
sense of self, and especially informs the object about which aspects of the self dif-
ferentiate the object from other “selfs”.

Internal Administrative Categories at Ugarit

In the Ugaritic administrative system, different referents are used in different con-
texts—though never uniformly. That is to say, there are a wide variety of possible
ways of referring to a specific individual—there are a number of possibilities for
the scribe to choose from. The palace used a limited set of categories by which to
identify people and in reifying these as natural categories the palace claimed them
in its role as designator and arbiter. These choices are further conditioned by the
particular circumstances of the administrative moment. Some referents are just
not appropriate in all contexts.

bêtu âbi terminology 
Referents using familial terminology are commonly employed in the Late Bronze
Age throughout the Near East. The use of these kinds of referents has been well-
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discussed by many scholars including Mario Liverani (2001) and David Schloen
(2001). Schloen has illustrated that this terminology rooted in the household is
a dominant metaphor for the structuring of social relations at Ugarit. Following
Stager’s Weberian study of ancient Israel, Schloen has illustrated how authority
was nested in various levels of patrimonial authority (Schloen 2001).

Thus, it is not surprising that one of the most frequent means of recording indi-
viduals is by patronym. Individuals at Ugarit are frequently referred to (in the 
administrative record) as “x son of y” or simply as “son of y.” This identifies the in-
dividual in patrimonial terms and is by the far the most common means of identify-
ing the individual in records kept by the palace. Schloen has shown that the
individual’s name, patronym, or name and patronym together can be used inter-
changeably (Schloen 2001: 211). That is to say, all three of these methods of identi-
fication are used within the same contexts. For example, KTU 4.371 is a list of indi-
viduals living in a particular village. Individuals are listed in all three ways. The fact
that all three are used interchangeably indicates that all three types of identification,
revolving around the use of names and patronyms were used to provide essentially
the same information—the identity of the individual in question.3 Here then is one
referent through which someone’s identity is constituted as non-foreign—as some-
one with a recognizable or administratively “categorizable” genealogy.

Another kind of referent is used (often in reference with a name or patronym)
that indicates a specific social relationship between two individuals, not neces-
sarily of the same household. These attached referents express this specific, social
relationship to a particular individual by the addition of a possessive suffix. This
possessive suffix specifies a particular person to whom the reference is made. The
most common four terms of this nature (besides familial terms such as wife,
brother, and daughter) are nḥl4, lmd5, s/śġr, and nʿr, meaning “heir”, “apprentice”,
“servant/child”6, and “assistant” or “youth”, respectively. The use of each of these
terms (though the exact meanings are arguable) indicates that person could be
identified to the palace solely by their social relationship to an individual identi-

3 The name and/or patronym is used extremely frequently in the Ugaritic administrative corpus.
Examples of alphabetic texts where this is the sole referent used include (note that incomplete tablets
are marked with an * to indicate that other referents may have been employed in the tablet, but
simply have not survived: include KTU 4.334, KTU 4.114, KTU 4.115*, KTU 4.84, KTU 4.97, KTU
4.130*, KTU 4.147*, KTU 4.148*, KTU 4.159*, KTU 4.289, KTU 4.662, KTU 4.672, KTU 4.678, KTU
4.679, KTU 4.321, KTU 4.445, KTU 4.448, KTU 4.449, KTU 4.452, KTU 4.453, KTU 4.455, KTU 4.458,
KTU 4.520, KTU 4.524, KTU 4.537, KTU 4.539, KTU 4.543, KTU 4.354, KTU 4.364 *, KTU 4.372, KTU
4.406, KTU 4.229, KTU 4.233 *, KTU 4.112, KTU 4.543. This type of text is also well attested in the
syllabic corpus. Examples include: PRU 3 196 (RS 15.42 + 110), PRU 6 82 (RS 17.242), PRU 6 83 (RS
17.430), PRU 6 84 (RS 19.30), PRU 6 85 (RS 19.79), PRU 6 86 (RS 19.82), PRU 6 88 (RS 19.94), PRU 6
89 (RS 19.110), PRU 6 90 (RS 19.114), PRU 6 91 (RS 19.132), PRU 6 92 (RS 19.173A), Ug. 5 97 (RS 20.20),
and Ug. 5 98 (RS 20.07).

4 This referent can be found in: KTU 4.311, KTU 4.315, KTU 4.413, KTU 4.571, KTU 4.581, and KTU
4.605.

5 See tablets KTU 4.194 and KTU 4.227 for examples of this.
6 This word is somewhat problematic in that it appears mostly in the context of shepherding activities,

and Watson understands this term to reflect some sort of lower-ranked shepherd (Watson 2002: 204–
205). Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín (2004: 755) suggest that this is cognate to the Akkadian suḫāru
and suggest a related translation of “child” or “servant”.
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fied by name or patronym. KTU 4.69 is a text that lists individuals by occupation.
A common expression within this list is “son of PN and his heir.” Whether these
terms originate in household terminology is not clear, but what is clear is that they
are not derived from terminology used to designate biological family members.

Geographic terminology

Related to patronymic references but separate from them are descriptions of in-
dividual by location of residence or origin. Here is, arguably, the most clear evi-
dence for conceptions of foreign-ness within the Ugaritic administration. This
kind of referent manifests itself in two basic forms: the description of individuals
who are at a specific location and the description of individuals with a geographic
name modified by a gentilic ending.

The first type of individual referent is employed when the important aspect
of the administrative relationship is the determination of residence. In KTU 4.122
individuals (possibly plowmen, although the first line of the tablet is somewhat
broken) are listed who are at a specific geographic location. These people are fur-
ther listed by patronym, but their administrative connection is where they are lo-
cated at that administrative moment.

More related to issues of identity and identity creation at Ugarit are instances
of the use of gentilic descriptions. The gentilic at Ugarit is rendered by a geo-
graphic name with a -y suffixed to the end of the word. Individuals can be desig-
nated with a gentilic for a specific village within the kingdom of Ugarit (see for
example KTU 4.45; 4.50; 4.51; and 4.85), or neighboring Northern Levantine vil-
lages (for example see KTU 4.96:3). Or individuals are referred to in less local
terms, possibly national terms, like Egyptian (see for example KTU 4.96:7; KTU
4.352:4) or Cypriote (KTU 4.352:2).

The location of origin, and possibly ethnic identity, was an important criterion
for establishing boundaries of otherness within the city of Ugarit—both in terms
of other villages and other states. The need to list and account for these groups is
very closely tied to the creation of identity through opposition. Certainly, every
time an individual was recorded as a non-Ugaritian in a list, this difference was
reified. Sorting out which localities were thought to be “foreign” is difficult and
likely this conception was not consistent, shifting depending on circumstances
and individuals.

Occupational terminology

Scholars have argued that some of these gentilic titles (especially “Egyptian”) ac-
tually refer to professions (Pardee – Bordreuil 1992: 715).7 Whether this was the
case or not, occupational groups were another important category of identification

7 Certainly, this is the case with the Sherdana at Ugarit. While this is the name of one of the groups of
Sea People, at Ugarit it appears listed along with other military professionals (see for example KTU
4.137). See Astour 1972 for more on his suggestion that the use of “Egyptian” (mṣr) similarly refers
to an occupational group (Astour 1972: 23).
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in the administrative record. Occupational designation is an important organizing
principle in many of the economic texts at Ugarit. That this was the case is clear
from the consistent order of occupational categories within administrative records
at Ugarit. Gray had noticed as early as 1952 that occupation names appeared in
a consistent order, with mryn always appearing at the top (Gray 1952: 51). His con-
clusion based on this, which was followed by Rainey (1962: 166) was that these oc-
cupational groups reflected “guilds”. The evidence that these groups reflected
“guilds” in the Medieval sense of the term is minimal, and this kind of structured,
internally organized corporation in opposition to royal authority was not likely
present at Ugarit (contra Craigie 1982; Gray 1952: 50–51; and Rainey 1962: 166–167).

However, there does seem to be evidence that people of the same occu-
pational category took some collective economic action in terms of resource 
acquisition. KTU 4.626 records the request for various items by “potters”. Wool
distributions are made to shepherds and recorded in KTU 4.378. And the account
of some sort of smith (sbrdn) is preserved in KTU 4.337. Whether these were
groups organized by the palace or independently organized, or even organized
at all, is not clear.

Other evidence that the palace thought of people in terms of occupational cat-
egory can be found in those texts explicitly recording and listing people according
to occupational category. There are numerous examples of texts at Ugarit with the
heading “Tablet of x occupational group”. This heading is then typically followed
by a list of personal names.8 Other times, lists of personal names beneath various
different occupational headings can be found in the same texts.9 In these cases,
the occupational groups are listed in the standard order. Sometimes this type of
list also records distributions to individuals. Distributions include fields10; equip-
ment and weapons11; silver12; and other precious metals13.

In other situations, the occupational category when used as a referent seems
to be simply secondary information recorded by the scribe. KTU 4.332 and KTU
4.224 both list personal names with an occupational category in apposition. The
purpose of these texts seems to be to record the geographic location of certain in-
dividuals; it is telling of the role of occupational category as identity referent that
this information would be included.

The occupational category was clearly a meaningful referent for individuals
from the palace’s perspective. People were grouped and identified by specialized
skills; at some level this was an important component of individual identity. Here
then is perhaps a way that individuals were made known from the palace’s per-
spective. How much being categorized as a member of a specific occupational
group made one more or less “foreign” is again unclear but the confluence of oc-

8 See for example, KTU 4.134; KTU 4.155; KTU 4.320; and KTU 4.542.
9 See for example, KTU 4.412 and possible KTU 4.183.

10 For example, KTU 4.416.
11 For example, KTU 4.624 (RS 19.049 [A] + [C]).
12 For example, KTU 4.69; KTU 4.71; and PRU 6 136 (RS 17.240).
13 For example, KTU 4.396.
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cupational and geographic referents within the same list suggest that this kind of
identity complicated the conception of who was foreign.

A Designation of Possession and/or Obligation

A particularly controversial subject in the study of Ugaritic economics and social
structure is the designation bnš. This term used to identify individuals in the
Ugaritic administrative record is often modified by its appearance in construct
with another noun (most often mlk = king). For example, KTU 4.370 is a list of
men of the king who had been requested by a certain individual. Differing models
of Ugaritic society have been proposed based on understandings of this word.
We are certain that bnš is equated with the Akkadian term amīlum (=awīlum) in
the Ugaritic polyglots. Roth (1997: 268) suggests that it can have two uses in
Akkadian literature. It can refer to a member of a privileged class, in distinction
to the muškēnu class and the slave class, a use most notably found in the Laws of
Hammurabi. In this same text, it can also refer to, according to Roth (1997: 268):
“a general, non-specific person.” The latter of these uses seems the most likely
in the Ugaritic administrative material. The word bnš is often used to simply refer
to a “person” (without reference to that person’s name, patronym, geographic
origin, or profession). The kinds of contexts in which it is used are the same as
the contexts for other kinds of chattel, such as animals and mobilia. When bnš is
used in construct with another noun, there is an implication of possession, con-
trol, origin and/or obligation.14 For example, Márquez Rowe (2002) takes the
more specific bnš mlk as indicating that a person owes some kind of debt service
to the palace; Prosser (2010) takes it as referencing an almost patron-client rela-
tionship. Here then, either a debt relationship or a patronage relationship makes
an individual “belong” in the sense of identity referents, to another and thus may
be another meaningful category that intersects with and complicates the foreign-
self binary.

Census Texts

Particularly direct evidence about the presence of foreigners at Ugarit may be
what have been referred to as census texts that were recovered from the palace
archives. The lists identify the occupants (human and sometimes oxen) in the
houses of various individuals who, it is stated on the tablets, are Cypriotes. A typ-
ical tablet is KTU 4.102 (II:4–7), which reads:

A pre-eminent wife in the house of PN (arttb).
A wife and her two sons in the house of PN (iwrpzn).
A wife and an unmarried woman in the house of PN (ydrm).
Two pre-eminent wives and an unmarried woman in the [house of PN?]

14 For more on the nature of the grammatical relationship of words in construct at Ugarit, see Sivan
1997: 82–86, 209.
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Van Soldt (2002: 816–817) notes that these names seem Semitic but the tablet
does indicate that these people are Cypriote, so there is some confusion about the
situation as presented here. Given the case that there is some Cypriote connection
to these tablets, there are interesting implications for the consideration of foreign-
ers at the site. Since these types of tablets are not attested for Ugaritians them-
selves, it suggests that there was some degree of administrative oversight of the
presence of foreigners at Ugarit, to the extent that their household members are
listed. Presumably these are the family members of the men listed in the tablets
although, given that we know that Ugaritians could enter into debt service to for-
eigners, perhaps the reason for the palace’s recording of this information was to
keep track of just such service. If these are family members and not Ugaritians in
service, then it suggests that resident foreigners were not just the individuals en-
gaged directly in economic activity but family as well. Since oxen are also indi-
cated, these foreigners seem to have been involved in some degree of agricultural
activity and the palace seems to have been interested in this kind of record keep-
ing. Many uses for these texts have been postulated; Astour (1970: 121–122) sug-
gested that these were foreigners with a trade concession at the site and Rainey
(1965: 11–12) argued that this was some kind of fiscal record in which the debtor’s
family members were kept track of in case the foreigner defaulted on a loan (and
thus the palace would seize a family member in response). No firm conclusions
can be reached about these texts other than that they illustrate the palace’s concern
to keep records of foreigner’s household composition within Ugarit.

Foreign-ness, Strange-ness, and Known-ness 
as Constructed Through Internal Administration

These administrative tablets represent moments of contact between individuals and
a larger administrative body. Each time this kind of contact is made, the social roles
of the players are identified and the classificatory categories are strengthened. The
act of circumscribing an individual or group by a specific designation upholds the
social norm in a very conservative fashion. These distinctions become a kind of “com-
mon-sense”—unquestioned assumptions about the natural ordering of the everyday
world. It may seem obvious that the palace would record people by the criteria men-
tioned above, but this is exactly the point. There is no natural imperative that these
are the ways people should be identified, but each time the individual is identified
and recorded as such, the right of the palace to do so (its agency) is strengthened.

While Ugarit is an unusual Late Bronze age site for its volume and variety of
preserved texts in many different languages, evidence from other sites (such as
Alalaḫ) suggest that administration at Ugarit seems to broadly reflect adminis-
trative mentalités throughout Late Bronze Age Syria. Administration is understood
as a means of organizing from the top down, and one of the ways it does this is
through naturalizing arbitrary categories and using them to label individuals and
create identities, a process recoverable in the archaeological record through tablets.
This evidence should not just be viewed as the remnant of information storage.
These documents were intended to communicate a message to the parties privy
to the administrative moment - and in fact acted as a symbol of that administra-
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tion. The actual practice of administration, as well the symbolic (in the Peirceian
sense) messages conveyed through administrative practice both reflect phenom-
ena of Thirdness.

Cosmopolitanism

So, these are identifications of self and other that are made explicit by the palace
administration. Does this mean that the state had the authority to define self and
other? To what degree does this palatial administration mirror the 21st-century
state’s ability to define citizenship? Let us now turn to other signs of foreign-ness
at the site; the site’s seemingly explicit cosmopolitanism. When thinking about cos-
mopolitanism in the Late Bronze Age, we are most likely to look to signs of inter-
nationalism as evidence of positive views of foreign-ness, that the other is welcome
in the context in which such evidence is discovered. Yet we should consider the
contrary as well, that cosmopolitanism is often a language through which other-
ness is made explicit and defined. Here I return to Julie Young’s work on Toronto
refugees and her observations derived from reading Derrida. Derrida (2001: 19)
toys with Kant’s law of cosmopolitanism in respect to its dictum that foreigners
be treated with specific rights as visitors. These rights of hospitality are explicitly
invoked to encourage safe travel to other places. Yet they are just as important in
preserving the boundaries of self and otherness when the other enters one’s space.
Hospitality serves to preserve the “other” as “other” even if done in gentle and
appealing ways. There is, in Derrida’s view, an underlying hostility that Young has
categorized as “hostipitality” (2011: 540). The city, or whichever political body is
viewed as the “host” comes to be defined as a concrete entity in relation to the
hosted who, must by definition, be an “other” to the host. Thus, signs of cosmopoli-
tanism at Ugarit signify both an acceptance of otherness (or perhaps a fetishization
of otherness) but also the creation of boundaries that define otherness.

Hints of Foreign Forms of Administration

A curious class of object found at Ugarit hints at potential methods of regulating
or administering those who may have been thought of as foreigners. Two clay
balls inscribed with what Ferrara believes are names seem to be analogous to the
types of Cypro-Minoan clay balls found especially in Cyprus (Ferrara – Valério
2017: 72). While these types of objects are well attested in the Aegean there is some
disagreement in regards to their function and significance. Most scholars seem to
believe that these are some kinds of identity bearing device. Some suggest that
the inscriptions bear the names of labourers; others suggest that they bear the
names of elites (Ferrara – Valério 2017: 73). Ferrara and Valério (2017: 85), basing
their argument on the round shape of the balls and the fact that they were baked,
suggest that these were lots. If this is the case, the casting of lots may have been
a means of choosing labourers for a work assignment, settling disputes, or for
other religious, ceremonial, juridical, or economic activities.

Perhaps this should be considered in tandem with the Ugaritic inscription
found at Tiryns. The inscription appears on a broken ivory rod (of which 3.7 cm
survives). While it is too fragmentary to know for sure, the original publishers of
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the rod suggest that it was either a label or some sort of measuring device (Cohen
– Maran – Vetters 2010: 11–12). Identifying its exact use is not necessary here; what
is important for this discussion is it suggests that just as administrative activities
in Cypro-Minoan are apparent at Ugarit, so too are activities in Ugaritic (or at
least some sort of cuneiform) in the Peloponnese.

The use of different languages and writing systems at Ugarit is often cited as
further evidence of the city’s cosmopolitanism and returning to the questions
posed for thought during this conference, perhaps sheds light on the role of 
the scribe in facilitating the presence of foreigners in the city. Both van Soldt 
(van Soldt 2001) and Cohen (Cohen 2017: 281) have identified Assyrian scribes
who operated in the city, with Cohen arguing for one whose traces have been
identified in the Maison aux tablettes, a  location in which many works of the
Mesopotamian scribal tradition have been recovered. Within that building school
texts have been identified and, while this is not surprising, provides evidence of
individuals who may have been understood as foreigners participating in deliv-
ering a scribal curriculum. Mesopotamian lexical, literary, and omen texts found
at the site show that Mesopotamian education was available at the site and per-
haps an Assyrian teacher resided in the city.

More broadly speaking, the material culture of Ugarit defies easy description
of foreign or local. Varieties of cylinder seals, stamp seals, art, and other material
culture reflect connections from around the Mediterranean and Near East. Feld-
man’s (1998) argument that some of the artistic themes constitute an international
koine is well known and need not be explained in any detail here yet it is an im-
portant point to reiterate within the context of this discussion. That symbols of for-
eignness are invoked at Ugarit in a way that communicates elite status points to
the role of foreignness in articulating and mediating local identity. One’s relation-
ship to the foreign provides a means for articulating one’s identity within the city.

Conclusions: Foreigners at Ugarit

This discussion has wound between different examples of engagements with oth-
erness at Ugarit and different kinds of critical theory that can help make these en-
gagements more apparent. As a form of conclusion, I want to return to some of
the critical questions that were posed as a means of orienting Crossroads III. First,
how do we recognize a foreigner in an ancient society? The short answer here is
that this is more difficult than is typically thought. The usual stance has been that
gentilics and personal names offer an easy diagnostic but when one looks at this
evidence at Ugarit, there seems to be a greater fluidity here than a simple “self-
other” binary could accommodate. There is much evidence for people with non-
Ugaritian names or gentilics operating within the city with as much or even more
fluidity and/or power than those who might be deemed Ugaritic by such stan-
dards. Where the situation is most clear in regards to significant “foreign” status,
from an administrative perspective, seems to be when another polity has authority
over the legal or juridical status of the individuals in question. Thus, the mer-
chants of Ura were, at least emically, foreigners.
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Despite the murkiness of clearly identifying foreigners, it is perhaps easier to
offer answers to the question of what were the roles of foreigners at Ugarit. From
the administrative perspective addressed here, the obvious answer is that they
operated as mediators of exchange relationships, facilitating the movement of
goods in different ways. A mere economic reading is insufficient, even though
that is mostly what has been discussed so far. Feldman’s identification of an in-
ternational koine shows one way in which foreign-ness operated as a means for
the articulation of power and identity within the city. This is not the place to ad-
dress this further but Egypt seems to have offered much exotic or auratic appeal
that has long been identified, and this perhaps goes beyond mere displays of
power but hints at the religious and ideological value that the foreign can play.
And, as well discussed by Devecchi (2015), Hittite suzerainty played a complex
role as a foreign power holding political and juridical authority over Ugarit.

Debt may have been one of the most meaningful economic relationships that
connected foreigners with Ugaritians. The case of the merchants of Ura shows
that this was not only a significant means for which foreigners could gain eco-
nomic power in the city, it was also a contested means of doing so. The palace
census texts, the category of bnš mlk, and perhaps other types of administrative
tablets demonstrate that in this non-monetary economy, debt and credit were im-
portant instruments that foreigners could access.

Thinking about the experiences of foreigners at Ugarit, this paper has attempted
to understand what that embodied experience would have been like, trying to eval-
uate the legibility of the city to a newcomer. It was possible to identify locations that
were legible and those that were less so and these seem consistent with where one
would imagine a stranger would want to participate in civic life. The roads and
urban planning not only facilitated movement towards these areas and away from
non-legible space, the physical layout of the city communicated messages of power
that seem consistent throughout the Late Bronze Age eastern Mediterranean.

Another guiding question has been what were the roles of scribes and inter-
preters in the interactions between foreigners and Ugaritians? The answer is not
monolithic. Typical Mesopotamian scribal curricula have been identified at Ugarit
and the multilingualism of the site is clear. How multi-lingual individuals were,
is less clear but this is an academic problem that is typical of the Late Bronze Age.
What Ugarit perhaps offers that is different are the hints of foreign administrative
practices that have been identified at the site and the fact that an Ugaritic inscrip-
tion was found at Tiryns. While the foreign administrative elements do not con-
stitute a large proportion of the administrative tools in evidence, their presence
suggests a level of ad hoc flexibility in these experiences. More systematic roles of
scribes are perhaps less evocative but more meaningful. The actual textual record-
ing of individuals, by the palace, in relation to specific categories of identity nat-
uralized categories in a way that made these identities perhaps unquestionable.
If this logic can be pushed further, and maybe exaggerated, one could argue that
the scribes actually generated these identities to some extent, or at least were the
arbiters of who was foreign and who was not.

If we consider Henri Lefebvre’s (1996) more activist argument that citizenship
should not be a binary status constituted by a relationship to the city-state but
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rather, as Julie Young (2011: 537) paraphrases him, reframed as the “substantive
practice engaged in by all residents of the city”, then perhaps our thinking of for-
eignness in antiquity needs to be reconsidered. Is our work in defining ancient for-
eigners just continuing the larger enterprise of 18th and 19th-century nationalism,
where the mechanisms of the state are naturalized as entangled and inseparable
with a kind of racialized ethnicity? Or perhaps a softer reading, are we perpetuat-
ing early 20th-century archaeological “culture-history” approaches that no longer
need be adopted given the more advanced state of our discipline? Here the con-
clusion is not that the concept of “foreign” was foreign to the Late Bronze Age Near
East. Rather, it is suggested that scholars also approach the issue from avenues dis-
tinct from the state, the nation, or the ethnos, or at least allow that these may not
have been the constitutive elements of what it means to be foreign. Administra-
tively, the city of Ugarit was not as coherent of an entity as academic approaches
tend to presume. Lived experience at Ugarit was one of different scales of power,
with nested hierarchical and heterarchical spheres that were fluid and situational.
It was not the place where Ugaritian and foreigner met but was one of the locations
where the idea of Ugaritian and non-Ugaritian was created and enacted.
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